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it is located in umeda in downtown area which is representative of
osaka,the theme of traditional pattern and akari in japana hotel of
peaceful high-grade japanese image.we have introduced the much-talked-
about ultra fine mist mirable in all rooms so that you can have a more
comfortable and different experience at your hotel stay.from head to toe,
leave the whole body care to mirable!mirable is an epoch-making shower
head that can be used by switching between a vigorous straight and a
mist that delivers finer bubbles to the pores with a single touch. ultra-fine
air mixed water with high detergency, including ultra-fine bubbles * 1, is
created by a special mechanism * 2 built into the head to achieve a high-
quality skin feel that feels like being wrapped in silk. water containing
ultra-fine bubbles demonstrates outstanding detergency.access is also
very convenient, you can use it from sightseeing to business and a wide
range of needsthis hotel is new hotel monterey brand. it is located in
umeda in downtown area which is representative of osaka,the theme of
traditional pattern and akari in japana hotel of peaceful high-grade
japanese image.we have introduced the much-talked-about ultra fine mist
mirable in all rooms so that you can have a more comfortable and
different experience at your hotel stay.from head to toe, leave the whole
body care to mirable!mirable is an epoch-making shower head that can
be used by switching between a vigorous straight and a mist that delivers
finer bubbles to the pores with a single touch.
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our first step is to launch an application for pedestrians, such as the
iphone. we also plan to support other mobile platforms in the near future.

in addition, we are designing a navigation system for vehicles, such as
taxis and cars. our goal is to provide assistance and navigation

throughout the life cycle of our customers. thus, we aim to develop a
system that can be used for commercial and residential purposes, starting

with hotels, where users can navigate from room to room, and
progressing to cars, elevators, and escalators. for convenience, the

system can be used even in places where there is no cell phone service,
such as on commuter trains. the iphone application has a map interface,
allowing the user to visually confirm his or her position and navigate. it
can also be used to get directions. the user can choose among voice-

based and braille-based interfaces. the voice-based guide can be used
only in public places, but the braille-based guide can be used anywhere.

the navigation system consists of a navigation server and a mobile
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device, such as an iphone or an android phone. the navigation server uses
gps to measure the users location and the mobile device communicates
with the server via bluetooth. the navigation server sends the position of
the user and the route to the mobile device. the mobile device displays

the user's current position and the route to the destination. when the user
taps on a destination that is represented by a braille sign, the system

begins to provide detailed navigation instructions in braille. in this mode,
the system can display the route to the destination, walk the user to the

destination and can explain the route. the braille-mode is only available in
public places. in some places, the system can be used in the absence of a

cell phone signal. 5ec8ef588b
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